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Evaluation and Validation of
Equivalent Circuit Photovoltaic
Solar Cell Performance Models
The “five-parameter model” is a performance model for photovoltaic solar cells that
predicts the voltage and current output by representing the cells as an equivalent elec-
trical circuit with radiation and temperature-dependent components. An important fea-
ture of the five-parameter model is that its parameters can be determined using data
commonly provided by module manufacturers on their published datasheets. This paper
documents the predictive capability of the five-parameter model and proposes modifica-
tions to improve its performance using approximately 30 days of field-measured meteo-
rological and module data from a wide range of cell technologies, including monocrys-
talline, polycrystalline, amorphous silicon, and copper indium diselenide (CIS).
The standard five-parameter model is capable of predicting the performance of mono-
crystalline and polycrystalline silicon modules within approximately 6% RMS but is
slightly less accurate for a thin-film CIS and an amorphous silicon array. Errors for the
amorphous technology are reduced to approximately 5% RMS by using input data ob-
tained after the module underwent an initial degradation in output due to aging. The
robustness and possible improvements to the five-parameter model were also evaluated. A
sensitivity analysis of the five-parameter model shows that all model inputs that are
difficult to determine and not provided by manufacturer datasheets such as the glazing
material properties, the semiconductor band gap energy, and the ground reflectance may
be represented by approximate values independent of the PV technology. Modifications to
the five-parameter model tested during this research did not appreciably improve the
overall model performance. Additional dependence introduced by a seven-parameter
model had a less than 1% RMS effect on maximum power predictions for the amorphous
technology and increased the modeling errors for this array 4% RMS at open-circuit
conditions. Adding a current sink to the equivalent circuit to better model recombination
currents had little effect on the model behavior. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003584�
Introduction
The ability to predict the instantaneous power and annual en-

rgy output of photovoltaic �PV� solar panels is an integral part of
ystem sizing, economic analysis, and electric power grid man-
gement. Several models already exist for predicting maximum
ower and current-voltage �I-V� relationships, but improvements
ay be possible by utilizing additional data recently provided by
anufacturers. This paper reports on alternative formulations of

he “five-parameter” equivalent circuit model using these addi-
ional manufacturer data. The five-parameter model provides ac-
urate predictions for monocrystalline and polycrystalline cell
echnologies �1�, but its ability to predict amorphous, multijunc-
ion, and other thin-film cell performance has not yet been estab-
ished. This paper documents the performance of the five-
arameter model for these PV technologies.

The electrical circuit models, such as the five-parameter model,
epresent solar cells as an equivalent electrical circuit with radia-
ion and temperature-dependent components. The simplest of
hese equivalent circuits include only a radiation-dependent cur-
ent source in parallel with a temperature-dependent diode, while
ore complex circuits include multiple diodes as well as series

nd parallel resistances. These equivalent circuit models are ca-
able of predicting the electrical output at all points along the I-V
urve.

Model parameters vary with the number of circuit components
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and their respective dependencies. As its name implies, the five-
parameter model has five model parameters that are determined
using only data available on PV manufacturer datasheets. Param-
eters in more complex models that have more circuit components
can be determined using a nonlinear regression analysis �2–4� or a
successive approximation �5� of multiple measured I-V curves.

The necessary inputs for electrical circuit models are the ab-
sorbed irradiance and cell temperature. The absorbed irradiance
can be modeled by a number of radiation and cover models �6�,
while the cell temperature is either assumed equal to the backside
panel temperature, which is measured, or approximated using em-
pirical �7�, semi-empirical �8,9�, or theoretical �10,11� heat trans-
fer models.

2 Measured Data
The PV module characterization data needed for the five-

parameter model are measured at standard test conditions �STC�
and provided on manufacturer datasheets; a description of these
data is shown in Table 1.

The STCs for module performance are 1000 W /m2 incident
normal irradiance, 25°C cell temperature, and a standard spectral
distribution characteristic of a 1.5 air mass �AM�. PV manufactur-
ers report cell and module performance data at STC and often-
times at other operating conditions on their datasheets; however,
the characterization data used here were independently measured
at the National Institute of Standards and Technology �NIST� in
an effort to remove any measurement bias �12�. Characterization
data measured at NIST for the six PV modules referenced in this
research are provided in Table 2. The cell technologies of these

modules include monocrystalline silicon �mono-Si�, polycrystal-
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ine silicon �poly-Si�, tandem-junction amorphous silicon �2-a-Si�,
nd copper indium diselenide �CIS�. Table 2 also includes module
haracterization data for two of the modules at 200 W /m2 and
5°C determined using linear regression of approximately 20 op-
rating points nearest to these conditions.

2.1 Test Bed. Module, solar, and environmental data were
easured by NIST in Gaithersburg, MD �39.17°N and 77.17°W�.
ll modules were oriented vertically and south-facing, installed
ush with the exterior building envelope within third floor modi-
ed window frames. The backsides of the six referenced modules
ere insulated with 100 mm of extruded polystyrene. Each mod-
le junction box was installed on the interior wall next to the
odule instead of on the backside of the module. This alternative

lacement was intended to reduce temperature gradients and allow
or uniform insulation installation.

2.2 Module Measurements. All modules had one or more
hermocouples centrally installed on their backside, with redun-
ant thermocouples connected to a redundant data acquisition sys-
em; no spatial temperature measurements on the backsides of the

odules were made. The mono-Si and poly-Si modules were cus-
om made and had embedded thermocouples to more accurately

able 1 Module characterization data needed for the five-
arameter model

atum Unit Description

sc A Current at short circuit

oc V Voltage at open circuit

mp A Current at maximum power

mp V Voltage at maximum power

Isc
A / °C Temperature coefficient of short-circuit current

Voc
V / °C Temperature coefficient of open-circuit voltage

Table 2 Module specification

Module ID A B

Cell type Monocrystalline
Glazing material Glass Gla

I
sc

a �A� 4.37 4.8
V

oc
a �V� 42.93 42.

I
mp

a �A� 3.96 4.2
V

mp
a �V� 33.68 34.

P
mp

a �W� 133.4 146
�Isc

�A / °C� 0.00175 0.00
�Voc

�V / °C� �0.152 �0.
�Pmp

�% / °C� �0.495 �0.
�Imp

�% / °C� �0.0390 0.02
�Vmp

�% / °C� �0.456 �0.
I

mp,200
b �A� 0.86 –

V
mp,200

b �V� 33.3 –
NOCT �°C� 43.7 46
Total cell area �m2� 1.020 1.1
Coverage area �m2� 1.160 1.1
Glazing thickness �mm� 6 6
Cells in series 72 7
Parallel series strings 1 1
Modules in series 1 1
Modules in parallel 1 1

aAs evaluated at STC.
bRepresentative of field conditions where the measured incid
temperature is approximately 25°C.
Note: The following uncertainty values represent the expande

Voc= �1.1%, Imp= �1.6%, Vmp= �1.4%, and Pmp= �2.1%.
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measure the cell temperature. These cell temperature data show
that the externally measured backside panel temperature was
within �1°C of the cell temperature at all operating conditions
�12�.

Module power leads were connected to a multi-tracer that regu-
lated the voltage and kept the modules operating at maximum
power. The multi-tracer sampled module current, voltage, power,
and temperature at 5 s intervals and recorded the averages every 5
min. I-V curves were traced and logged every 5 min from short
circuit �V=0� to open circuit �I=0�. Module temperature, ambient
temperature, and plane-of-array �POA� irradiance data measured
by a thermopile-based pyranometer were recorded immediately
before and after each I-V trace.

2.3 Meteorological Measurements. In addition to the POA
measurements—which included wind speed and wind direction—
data were also recorded at a meteorological station located on the
rooftop of the same building as the installed PV modules. A sum-
mary of the solar irradiance measurements and the corresponding

measured characteristic data

C D F H

Polycrystalline 2-a-Si CIS
ETFE PVDF Glass Glass

5.05 5.00 0.729 2.76
42.77 42.91 99.56 23.66
4.61 4.48 0.612 2.39
33.45 34.32 76.51 16.18
154.2 153.7 46.82 38.67

0.00360 0.00339 0.00060 �0.00001
�0.131 �0.132 �0.412 �0.0916
�0.398 �0.390 �0.355 �0.422
0.0185 0.0256 0.0997 �0.0533
�0.416 �0.415 �0.455 �0.369

– – 0.115 –
– – 65.5 –

39.5 39.9 40.7 41.8
1.134 1.134 1.487 1.451
1.168 1.168 1.487 1.451
0.05 0.05 3 3
72 72 68 42
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 2 4

irradiance is approximately 200 W /m2 and the PV module

ncertainty using a coverage value of 2: Isc= �1.7%,

Table 3 Meteorological measurements and the corresponding
instruments

Measurement Instrument Location

Beam normal irradiance �Gbn� Pyrheliometer

Rooftop
tracking

Diffuse horizontal irradiance �Gd�
Shaded disk with
thermopile-based

pyranometer

Global horizontal irradiance �G�
Thermopile-based

pyranometer

Rooftop fixed

Plane of array global irradiance �GT� Plane-of-array
fixed
and

ss

1
73
8
17
.4
384
137
396
46

420

.0
34
67

2
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nstruments is given in Table 3. Of the available field data, only
he instantaneous meteorological measurements recorded at 5 min
ntervals were used for this PV model evaluation effort.

2.4 Compiled Data Sets. Two data sets were compiled from
he entire database for use in validating the equivalent circuit PV
erformance models. One data set, named “clear days 9:30–4
ST,” contains data from 36 of the clearest days dispersed

hroughout the year-long data acquisition period, with the number
f days included from each month shown in Fig. 1. No days were
elected from April because diffuse data measurements were not
vailable during that month. Clear, irradiance-stable days were
hosen to minimize any transient effects in the modules and mea-
urement instruments. These clear day data span from 09:30 to
6:00 EST to avoid periods of time when one or more of the
uilding-integrated PV modules would experience shading.

The second compiled data set, named “January–unshaded peri-
ds,” contains data from January at times of no module shading.
hese data result in lower uncertainty in the calculation of ab-
orbed irradiance because they occur at lower incidence angles on
vertical surface based on the sun’s location in January. This data

et also contains much more diffuse and low irradiance data, as
hown by the histograms of incident POA irradiance in Fig. 2.

Radiation Model

3.1 HDKR Model. Radiation models calculate absorbed irra-
iance using some or all beam, diffuse, and ground reflected irra-
iance components, associated incidence angles, and glazing op-
ical properties. Examples of such models are the Liu and Jordan
sotropic sky, HDKR,1 and Perez models �6�. A study of these
adiation models �13� comparing modeled to measured irradiance

1Named after the collective work of Hay, Davies, Klucher, and Reindl.

ig. 1 Distribution of days of data selected for the clear days
:30–4 EST data set
Fig. 2 Histograms of the „a… clear days 9:30–4 EST and „b… Jan

ournal of Solar Energy Engineering
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showed that the Perez model was the most accurate, with the
HDKR model following by about 1% root-mean-square error
�RMSE� and 0.3% mean bias error �MBE�. The HDKR model is
used for this research because it has a much simpler implementa-
tion compared to the Perez model. The HDKR model for absorbed
irradiance is shown in Eqs. �1�–�6�, where the subscripts b, d, and
g stand for beam, diffuse, and ground reflected, respectively. The
ground reflectivity ��g� is assumed to be 0.1 �14� because much of
the ground in the module’s field of view is asphalt.

ST,HDKR = �Gb + GdAi�Rb����b

+ Gd�1 − Ai�����d�1 + cos �

2
��1 + f sin3��

2
��

+ G�g����g�1 − cos �

2
� �1�

Ai =
Gb,n

Gon
�2�

f =	Gb

G
�3�

Gb = Gb,n cos �b �4�

G = Gb + Gd �5�

Rb =
cos�	 − ��cos 
dec cos � + sin�	 − ��sin 
dec

cos 	 cos 
dec cos � + sin 	 sin 
dec
�6�

3.2 Transmittance-Absorptance Product. The multiple lay-
ers of PV module glazings have been shown to be well repre-
sented by a single air-glazing interface �6�. The optical effects of
this interface are characterized by the transmittance-absorptance
���� product, which represents the fraction of the irradiance trans-
mitted through the glazing and absorbed by the semiconductor.
The ���� for a photovoltaic cell glazing is given in Eq. �7�, with
Snell’s law �Eq. �8�� used to calculate the angle of refraction.

����� = e−�KL/cos �r��1 −
1

2
� sin2��r − ��

sin2��r + ��
+

tan2��r − ��
tan2��r + ���� �7�

nair sin � = nglaz sin �r �8�

The ���� product is a function of the incidence angle ���, the
refractive index of the air �nair�, the glazing thickness �L�, the
extinction coefficient �K�, and the refractive index �nglaz�. The
module glazings present in this analysis and their respective ma-
terial property values are given in Table 4. Glass glazings are used
on all the modules except for two of the three poly-Si modules;
one has an ethylene tetrafluoroethylene �ETFE� and the other has
uary–unshaded periods data sets used for model validation

MAY 2011, Vol. 133 / 021005-3
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polyvinylidene fluoride �PVDF� polymer glazing.
The extinction coefficient, K, quantifies the absorption losses of

he glazing. Glass has an extinction coefficient ranging from
m−1 for “water white” glass to 32 m−1 for high iron oxide glass

6�. It is assumed that the glass glazings are water white and that
he polymer �ETFE and PVDF� glazings have extinction coeffi-
ient values in between the values for water white and high iron
xide glass. In this range of extinction coefficients, using the
anufacturer provided glazing thickness of 50 �m and refractive

ndex of approximately 1.4 �15,16�, ���� changes by only
0.23% �17�. Therefore, an extinction coefficient of 4 is used for

oth the polymer glazings as specific measured values for the
s-installed glazings are not known.

3.3 POA Correction Factor. The measured POA data are not
irectly used because all three irradiance components needed to
stimate transmittance effects cannot be separated from this single
easured POA value. The POA data were instead used to correct

he HDKR radiation model estimates. The total irradiance on the
ertical surface estimated using the HDKR model should equal
he POA irradiance measurement when transmittance and absorp-
ance effects are omitted. A correction factor, R, is defined to be
he ratio of the measured POA irradiance to the modeled POA
rradiance as defined in Eq. �9�. This correction factor is then used
o modify the calculated irradiance absorbed by the module, as
ndicated in Eq. �10�. The effect of the correction factor is shown
n Sec. 5.

R =
GT,POA

GT,HDKR
�9�

ST,HDKR,c = ST,HDKR · R �10�

Five-Parameter Model

4.1 Equivalent Circuit. The five-parameter PV performance
odel is derived from an equivalent circuit of a solar cell, which

onsists of a current source, a diode, and two resistors, as shown
n Fig. 3.

The current source �IL� represents charge carrier generation in
he semiconductor layer of the PV cell caused by incident radia-
ion. The shunt diode represents recombination of these charge
arriers at a forward-bias voltage �V+ I ·Rs�. The shunt resistor
Rsh� signifies high-current paths through the semiconductor along
echanical defects and material dislocations �18�. The series re-

Table 4 Module glazing material properties

lazing material
L�103

�m�
K a

�m−1� nglaz

lass 3 and 6 4 1.526
TFE 0.05 4 1.4
VDF 0.05 4 1.42

Values are estimates.

ig. 3 Equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic solar cell used in

he five-parameter model

21005-4 / Vol. 133, MAY 2011
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sistor �Rs� embodies series resistance in the outer semiconductor
regions, primarily at the interface of the semiconductor and the
metal contacts �18�.

A current balance at a point to the left of Rs as shown in Fig. 3
results in Eq. �11�. Substituting in Ohm’s law and the Shockley
diode equation for the currents through the resistors and diode,
respectively, yields the model characteristic equation, given by
Eq. �12�. The variable Io is the reverse-bias saturation current and
a is the modified ideality factor, defined by Eq. �13�, where Ns is
the number of solar cells in series, n is the diode ideality factor, k
is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the cell temperature, and q is the
charge of an electron.

I = IL − ID − Ish �11�

I�V� = IL − Io�e�V+IRs�/a − 1� −
V + IRs

Rsh
�12�

a 

NsnkT

q
�13�

4.2 Model Parameter Calculation. The characteristic equa-
tion of the equivalent circuit contains five independent param-
eters, hence the name five-parameter model. These parameters can
be determined analytically using only the measurements at STC
that are available on manufacturer datasheets: current at maximum
power �Imp�, voltage at maximum power �Vmp�, short-circuit cur-
rent �Isc�, open-circuit voltage �Voc�, and temperature coefficients
of short-circuit current ��Isc

� and open-circuit voltage ��Voc
�. The

methodology to determine the model parameters involves first
constraining the characteristic equation at short-circuit, open-
circuit, and maximum power conditions, as shown in Eqs.
�14�–�16�, respectively. This results in three equations and five
unknowns.

Isc�ref = �IL − Io�eIscRs/a − 1� −
IscRs

Rsh
�

ref
�14�

0 = �IL − Io�eVoc/a − 1� −
Voc

Rsh
�

ref
�15�

Imp�ref = �IL − Io�e�Vmp+ImpRs�/a − 1� −
Vmp + ImpRs

Rsh
�

ref
�16�

The second step in the parameter solving methodology is to con-
strain the derivative of the product of the characteristic equation
for the current and the voltage �which is the power� to zero at
maximum power, as shown in Eq. �17�. This equation along with
the previous three result in four equations and five unknowns.

0 = �Imp + Vmp
− Io

a
e�Vmp+ImpRs�/a −

1

Rsh

1 +
IoRs

a
e�Vmp+ImpRs�/a +

Rs

Rsh

��
ref

�17�

The last step in the methodology is to use the known value and
definition of �Voc

assuming linearity �Eq. �18�� and to solve for the
characteristic equation evaluated at the open-circuit condition at a
non-reference temperature, as shown in Eq. �19�. The temperature
at which this equation is evaluated has little observed effect on the
parameter solution, with a T of 10 K assumed. To solve this
additional equation, the temperature dependence of each of the
parameters must be known. The dependencies determined in Ref.
�1�, given by Eqs. �20�–�24�, are used. A linear temperature de-
pendence is assumed for the material band gap energy �Eg� �19�,
and it is calculated using the reference value and temperature
coefficient for silicon. A value of unity is used for the air mass
modifier �M /Mref� �1�, and the equations are solved at the refer-

ence irradiance �S=Sref�. Equations �18�–�24� result in seven
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quations and six additional unknowns, yielding closure for a total
f 11 equations and 11 unknowns.

�Voc
=

Voc − Voc,ref

T − Tref
�18�

0 = �IL − Io�eVoc/a − 1� −
Voc

Rsh
�

T=Tref+T

�19�

a = aref
T

Tref
�20�

IL =
S

Sref

M

Mref
�IL,ref + �Isc

�T − Tref�� �21�

Io = Io,ref� T

Tref
�3

exp�1

k��Eg

T
�

Tref

−
Eg

T �� �22�

Rsh =
Sref

S
Rsh,ref �23�

Rs = Rs,ref �24�
here is no analytical solution to these highly nonlinear coupled
quations, so they are solved numerically using the software pro-
ram EES �20�. The calculated parameters for the modules in-
luded in this research are provided in Table 5.

4.3 Effect of Parameters on I-V Curve Shape. The effect of
ach of the five parameters on the behavior of the I-V curve is
hown in Fig. 4. The model is calculated for a 2-a-Si module at an
bsorbed irradiance and cell temperature near the average of the
orresponding yearly operating conditions for this location,
00 W /m2 and 35°C. The effect of each parameter on the I-V
urve is similar for all modules and operating conditions. The bold
-V curve in each of these plots is the result of using parameters
alculated from STC data, while the other two are the result of
djusting one specified parameter above and below the original
alue. These figures show that both a and Io adjust the predicted
oltage at all points on the I-V curve and IL adjusts the predicted
urrent. Rs and Rsh have a more localized influence around the
aximum power point; Rs adjusts the maximum power voltage

nd Rsh adjusts the maximum power current.

Model Validation

5.1 Error Statistics. The two compiled data sets measured at
IST are used to validate the five-parameter model and its varia-

ions. Although the data sets include entire I-V curves for com-
arison with the model, only the operating points at short-circuit
Isc�, open-circuit �Voc�, and maximum power �Imp,Vmp, Pmp�
ere compared, which simplifies the data processing and results.
tatistics employed to quantify the model’s agreement to the mea-
ured data at these five operating points are the root-mean-square

able 5 Calculated input parameters for the five-parameter
odel using STC data

odule
aref
�V�

IL,ref
�A�

Io,ref
�A�

Rs,ref
���

Rsh,ref
���

ono-Si 1.77 4.40 1.19�10−9 1.04 182
oly-Si �glass� 1.68 4.85 4.04�10−11 0.817 109
oly-Si �ETFE� 1.64 5.08 2.30�10−11 0.970 175
oly-Si �PVDF� 1.65 5.04 2.29�10−11 0.804 115
-a-Si 4.48 0.742 1.41�10−10 16.8 927
IS 1.02 2.82 2.10�10−10 2.05 93.5
rror �RMSE�, mean bias error �MBE�, and mean absolute error
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�MAE�, normalized as shown in Eqs. �25�–�27�, where y is the
modeled value, x is the measured value, and n is the total number
of measured values.

RMSE = � 1

n�
i=1

n

�yi − xi�2�1/2

÷ � 1

n�
i=1

n

xi� � 100% �25�

MBE = � 1

n�
i=1

n

�yi − xi�� ÷ � 1

n�
i=1

n

xi� � 100% �26�

MAE = � 1

n�
i=1

n

�yi − xi�� ÷ � 1

n�
i=1

n

xi� � 100% �27�

5.2 Effect of POA Correction Factor. The POA correction
factor R, defined in Eq. �9�, significantly reduces the modeling
errors for all of the test modules. As one example, the differences
between the five-parameter model and measured data for the
mono-Si module are shown in Fig. 5 for the clear days 9:30–4
EST and January–unshaded periods data sets. The variables com-
pared include short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage, maxi-
mum power, and current and voltage at maximum power. The
POA correction factor is therefore used for all validations.

5.3 Validation Using Model Parameters Calculated From
STC Data. Modeling errors are calculated for each array using
parameters derived from STC data and using the POA correction
factor. Statistical modeling errors are shown in Fig. 6. The results
in Figs. 6�a�–6�d� show that the mono-Si and poly-Si modules are
well represented by the five-parameter model, but there are sig-
nificantly larger errors for the 2-a-Si and CIS arrays. The model
exhibits large voltage bias errors for the 2-a-Si array at both open
circuit and maximum power, which results in large corresponding
RMS errors. The large voltage RMS errors for the CIS array have
a comparatively lower corresponding bias error �MBE�, which
indicates more scatter. Additional detail is provided in Ref. �17�.

5.4 Aging Effects of Amorphous Silicon. Five different sets
of STC data for the 2-a-Si modules were measured when the
modules had progressively larger amounts of cumulative lifetime
exposure to solar irradiance. Three sets of STC data were mea-
sured from identical control modules within 1 month of initial
solar exposure. Approximately 20 months later, two additional
sets of STC data were measured from one of the installed amor-
phous silicon modules. These five sets of STC data and the cor-
responding exposures are listed in Table 6. The STC data values
are all shown to decrease relative to the earliest measured set. The
calculated model parameters for each of these five data sets are
given in Table 7.

The earliest 2-a-Si STC data, measured after 9 days of solar
exposure, were used to determine the model parameters for the
five-parameter modeling error results shown in Fig. 6. These pa-
rameters, calculated from higher STC values, led the model to
overestimate module performance after the degradation period.
The 2-a-Si modeling errors for the clear days 9:30–4 EST data set
using parameters calculated from each of the four additional STC
data sets are shown in Fig. 7. The modeling errors are shown to be
significantly lower when using parameters calculated from data
obtained from aged modules because they are more representative
of the module performance following the degradation period. Sub-
sequent model validations use STC data measured after the mod-
ule has reached stable performance, in this case after 631 days of
solar exposure.

6 Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis of the five-parameter model enables the

determination of acceptable tolerances for the model inputs and
identifies which inputs most significantly affect model predictions.

Fifteen constant model inputs expected to have significant uncer-
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Fig. 5 Effect of the POA correction factor R on the five-parameter modeling errors for the mono-Si module for two different
Fig. 4 Effect of the five parameters in the five-parameter model on the behavior of the modeled I-V curve
data sets
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ainty and a strong effect on the model performance are included
n the analysis. This analysis is performed by adjusting one vari-
ble at a time around the base value and by calculating the
MSEs between the model predictions and measured values. The

Fig. 6 Statistical modeling errors of the five-parameter mod
sets „„a… mono-Si, „b… poly-Si „glass glazing…, „c… poly-Si „ET

able 6 STC data measured from the 2-a-Si technology with
rogressively longer periods of cumulative lifetime exposure to
olar irradiance

xposure 9 daysa 16 daysa 25 daysa 630 days 631 days

sc �A� 0.729 0.706 0.708 0.711 0.681

oc �V� 99.56 97.45 97.70 95.27 96.53

mp �A� 0.612 0.568 0.590 0.567 0.549

mp �V� 76.51 74.95 74.22 71.04 73.47

mp �W� 46.82 42.57 43.82 40.31 40.35
Measured from an identical control module.
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analysis used data measured from the mono-Si module in the clear
days 9:30–4 EST data set.

6.1 Summary of Results. A summary of the sensitivity
analysis is given in Table 8. This table lists the variable ranges
that would result in less than a 1% change in maximum power
�Pmp� RMS modeling errors. A discussion on how to interpret the
results in Table 8 follows.

6.2 Analysis and Simplification of Model Inputs. Ground
reflectance ��g� did not have a significant effect on model perfor-
mance if the value was between 0 and 0.7 when the absorbed
irradiance is corrected using the measured POA irradiance. The
POA irradiance inherently includes the effect of ground reflected
irradiance, so when it is used to correct the absorbed irradiance, it
removes the model’s dependence on �g. If the absorbed irradiance
is not corrected with the POA irradiance, then the value used for

or the six backside insulated arrays using two different data
glazing…, „d… poly-Si „PVDF glazing…, „e… 2-a-Si, and „f… CIS…
el f
�g would need to be accurately determined. The range of ground
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eflectance without a POA irradiance correction that results in less
han a 1% change in Pmp RMSE was found to be �0.02–0.14�,
here 0.1 is the average value for asphalt �14�.
The glazing extinction coefficient �K� and the glazing thickness

L�, which only occur in the product K ·L in the transmittance-
bsorptance ���� equation, did not have a significant effect on the
odel performance. These model inputs therefore do not need to

e determined to a high accuracy; setting K ·L to 0 results in less
han a 0.4% change in Pmp RMSE.

Although the temperature coefficient of short-circuit current
�Isc

� is provided by the manufacturers, it has a small effect on
odel performance and could be set to a value characteristic of

he module technology without a significant loss in accuracy. A
urvey of manufacturer datasheets showed that for a random sam-
ling of four modules each from 17 manufacturers, the range of
Isc

for the mono-Si technologies is �0.0224–0.0900�% / °C with
n average of 0.0453% / °C. This range, along with the range
ound for the poly-Si modules, is within the range determined by
he sensitivity analysis that results in less than a 1% change in Pmp

Table 7 Model parameters calculated from
with progressively longer periods of cumulati

Exposure 9 daysa 16 daysa

aref �V� 4.48 4.45
IL,ref �A� 0.742 0.723
Io,ref �A� 1.41�10−10 1.77�10−10

Rs,ref ��� 16.8 17
Rsh,ref ��� 927 686

aCalculated from STC data measured from an identical contr

Fig. 7 Statistical modeling errors of the five-parameter mod

and different sets of STC data measured at progressively long
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RMSE. The average of the surveyed mono-Si and poly-Si coeffi-
cients �0.049% / °C� would therefore be a good characteristic
value for both module technologies.

The range of the glazing refractive indices �nglaz� that resulted
in less than a 1% change in Pmp RMSE included values charac-
teristic of multiple glazing materials. The range of nglaz, �1.11–
3.19�, includes the values for the glazing materials of this study’s
modules and many others. A fixed refractive index of 1.53 for
glass is used for all these glazing materials, and the resulting
change in Pmp RMSE is less than 0.05%.

The range of the material band gap energies �Eg,ref� yielding
less than a 1% change in Pmp RMSE includes values characteristic
of multiple cell technologies. The range of Eg,ref, �0.88–1.52� eV,
includes the values for silicon �1.1 eV�, CIS �1.02 eV�, copper
indium gallium �di�selenide �CIGS� �1.15 eV�, cadmium telluride
�1.49 eV�, gallium arsenide �1.43 eV�, and many others �21�. The
average of this band gap range, 1.2 eV, could be used for all of
these cell technologies and would keep the change in Pmp RMSE
below 0.9%.

data measured from the 2-a-Si technology
lifetime exposure to solar irradiance

25 daysa 630 days 631 days

4.44 4.41 4.43
0.723 0.735 0.699

1.73�10−10 2.37�10−10 1.94�10−10

18.5 20.9 18.9
883 625 712

odule.

or the 2-a-Si array using the clear days 9:30–4 EST data set
STC
ve
el f

er periods of solar exposure
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6.3 Model Simplification. Using the above characteristic val-
es for �g, K ·L, �Isc

, nglaz, and Eg,ref and setting C, the tempera-
ure dependence of the material band gap, to zero, the change in

odeling errors for the four different panels is less than 0.5%
MSE for all four of the technologies. However, Fig. 8 shows

esults from a similar analysis but with �Isc
set to zero. It is evi-

able 8 Parameter sensitivity in descending order for the five-
arameter model using data measured from the mono-Si mod-
le in the clear days 9:30–4 EST data set showing the variable
anges that result in less than a 1% change in Pmp modeling
rrors

Variable �1% �RMSE Pmp�

ost significant Tref ��5.4 K, 4.1 K�
Sref ��2.2%, 2.8%�

Imp,ref ��3.2%, 2.7%�
Vmp,ref ��3.8%, 2.3%�
Voc,ref ��4.4%, 5.4%�
�Voc

��8.6%, 13%�
Isc,ref ��−5%, 11.8%�
Eg,ref ��21%, 36%�

�0.88 eV, 1.52 eV�
�g �w/o POA� ��80%, 40%�

�0.02, 0.14�
nglaz ��27%, 110%�

�1.11, 3.19�
�Isc

��250%, 150%�
��0.0026 A/C, 0.0044 A/C�

��0.059%/C, 0.10%/C�
C ��270%, 480%�

Tmod ��1 K, �20 K�
L ��−100%, 650%�

��0 m, 0.045 m�
K ��−100%, 650%�

east significant �g �w/POA� ��−100%, �600%�
��0, �0.7�

ig. 8 The change in modeling errors from using accepted
alues to using characteristic values of Eg,ref, K ·L, nglaz, and �g
nd setting C and �Isc

to zero. The modeling errors are calcu-
ated for the mono-Si module using the clear days 9:30–4 EST
ata set.

Table 9 Model parameters calcu

Module
aref
�V�



�% / °C�

Mono-Si 1.77 0.460
2-a-Si �631 day exposure� 4.43 �0.482
ournal of Solar Energy Engineering
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dent from these results that removing the model’s dependence on
�Isc

by setting it to zero has a significant effect.

7 Seven-Parameter Model
The seven-parameter model is based on the one-diode equiva-

lent circuit model of a PV cell and is conceptually similar to the
five-parameter model. This model is an extension of the six-
parameter model, which is currently used by the California En-
ergy Commission �CEC� and is one of the models in the Solar
Advisory Model �SAM� developed by NREL. The seven-
parameter model uses the same reference parameter values as the
five-parameter model but adds two additional parameters that pro-
vide temperature and radiation dependence for two of the original
parameters �22�.

7.1 Additional Model Parameters. The first new parameter
is the nonlinear series resistance temperature dependence, 
, as
given in Eq. �28�. The five-parameter model assumes a constant
series resistance �Rs�.

Rs�T = Rs,refe

�T−Tref� �28�

The temperature coefficient of maximum power ��� provides the
additional information to solve for 
. This temperature coefficient
was measured at NIST, but it is also provided by nearly all manu-
facturers on the module datasheets. The series resistance affects
the area of the I-V curve nearest to the maximum power point, as
shown in Fig. 4�d�. Both � and 
 provide temperature dependence
in this operating region, and they are correlated with Rs by Eqs.
�29� and �30� in the seven-parameter model.

ImpVmp�T = Pmp,ref�1 + ��T − Tref�� �29�

Imp�T = IL − Io�e�Vmp+ImpRs�/a − 1��−
Vmp + ImpRs

Rsh
�

T

�30�

The second new parameter in the seven-parameter model is the
diode reverse saturation current radiation dependence, m, as
given in Eq. �31�. The five-parameter model assumes only tem-
perature dependence for the diode reverse saturation current �Io�.
The seven-parameter model adds radiation dependence to this pa-
rameter.

Io�T,S = Io,ref�Sref

S
�m� T

Tref
�3

exp�1

k��Eg

T
�

Tref

−
Eg

T �� �31�

The maximum power current and voltage at 200 W /m2 and 25°C
provide additional information to solve for parameter m. Although
the CEC now requires these data to be provided by manufacturers
�23�, it was determined in the present analysis by linear regression
of approximately 20 operating points nearest to these conditions.
The parameter m is determined by fitting the derivative �slope� of
the maximum power characteristic equation to zero at 200 W /m2

and 25°C. This fit is intended to provide better modeling at low
irradiance. Model parameters for the mono-Si and 2-a-Si tech-
nologies are given in Table 9.

7.2 Model Error. Modeling errors are calculated for the
seven-parameter model for the mono-Si and 2-a-Si arrays, which
represent the best and worst modeled technologies, respectively,
using the five-parameter model. The errors are given in Figs. 9
and 10 for the clear days 9:30–4 EST and January–unshaded pe-

d for the seven-parameter model

,ref
�

Io,ref
�A� m

Rs,ref
���

Rsh,ref
���

0 1.19�10−9 0.278 1.04 182
99 1.94�10−10 1.34 18.9 712
late

IL
�A

4.4
0.6
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iods data sets, respectively.
Figures 9 and 10 show that the primary differences in predic-

ions between the five- and seven-parameter models are for Voc
nd Vmp. The seven-parameter model exhibits higher Voc and
ower Vmp RMS modeling errors as a result of a negative shift in
he predicted voltages, as shown by the bias errors. The much
ower Vmp modeling errors for the January–unshaded periods data
et result in approximately 1% lower RMSE for Pmp. Additional
nalysis of these errors is provided in Ref. �17�.

The seven-parameter model can be reduced to a six-parameter
odel by setting either the 
 or m parameters to zero because the

Fig. 9 Five- and seven-parameter modeling errors using th
technologies

Fig. 10 Five- and seven-parameter modeling errors using t
2-a-Si technologies

Fig. 11 Five- and six-parameter modeling errors for 2-a

parameter model errors in „a… are when m=0, while those in „b

21005-10 / Vol. 133, MAY 2011
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original five parameters are not dependent on the additional data
needed to solve for 
 and m. The modeling errors of these two six
parameter model variants are calculated for the 2-a-Si array using
the January–unshaded periods data set and are given in Fig. 11.
These results show that the difference in behavior between the
five- and seven-parameter models is caused almost entirely by the
addition of the m parameter, with the 
 parameter having minimal
effect.

A possible explanation of the shift in predicted voltages from
the five- to seven-parameter models is found by examining the
effect of m on the model, as shown in Fig. 12. Constraining the

lear days 9:30–4 EST data set for „a… mono-Si and „b… 2-a-Si

January–unshaded periods data set for „a… mono-Si and „b…

using the January–unshaded periods data set. The six-
e c
he
-Si

… are when �=0.
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odel at maximum power using the 200 W /m2 data translates
mp, lowering its respective bias error, but it also translates Voc,

ncreasing its respective bias error. The effect of the second pa-
ameter, 
, is shown in Fig. 13, while the effects of the other five
arameters are the same as in the five-parameter model, as previ-
usly shown in Fig. 4.

Recombination Current Differentiation
Previous electrical circuit modeling efforts in this research have

sed the equivalent circuit shown in solid lines in Fig. 14. A
roposed circuit �24� that includes an additional current sink,
hown by the dotted lines in Fig. 14, seeks to differentiate the
ecombination currents in the middle intrinsic layer of an amor-
hous silicon cell from the currents in the outer semiconductor
egions. This intrinsic layer is not present in crystalline silicon
ells but is the site of intense recombination in amorphous cells
24�. Recombination currents are modeled in the five-parameter

ig. 13 Effect of parameter � in the seven-parameter model on
he behavior of the modeled I-V curve

ig. 12 Effect of parameter m in the seven-parameter model
n the behavior of the modeled I-V curve

Table 10 Model parameters calculated

Module
aref
�V�

�
�V�

Mono-Si 1.88 0.0285
2-a-Si �631 day exposure� 4.54 6.07
Note: Vbi=43.2 V for the mono-Si module and 122.4 V for the 2
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model as a single lumped current through the diode �21� and by
the radiation dependence of the shunt resistance and may not ac-
curately capture their separate behaviors.

The additional proposed current sink is defined by Eq. �32�; it is
dependent on the light current �IL�, the bias voltage �V+ IRs�, the
built-in voltage �Vbi�, the thickness of the intrinsic layer �di�, and
a new parameter, the ��eff product. The built-in voltage �Vbi� for a
module is calculated in this research as the product of the built-in
single junction cell voltage �Vc�, the number of junctions per cell
�Nj�, and the number of cells in series �Ns�, as given by Eq. �33�.
The built-in single junction cell voltage �Vc� is 0.9 V for amor-
phous silicon �25� and approximately 0.6 V for crystalline silicon
�21�, while Nj is provided by the manufacturer and Ns is either
provided by the manufacturer or determined from a visual inspec-
tion of the module. The intrinsic layer thickness �di� terms and the
��eff product can be combined into a single new model parameter,
designated as chi ��� in future calculations.

Irec = IL
di

����eff�Vbi − �V + IRs��/di
�32�

Vbi = VcNjNs �33�

8.1 Calculations. The new parameter � �di
2 /��eff� is simulta-

neously determined along with the original five parameters by
constraining the characteristic equation of the new circuit with the
maximum power temperature coefficient ��� at maximum power
and a non-reference temperature. The non-reference temperature
used in this research is 10 K above the reference temperature, the
same temperature difference used to solve for the parameters in
the five-parameter model. The equations that relate � to the model
are similar to those in Eqs. �29� and �30� used to solve for 
 in the
seven-parameter model but use a characteristic equation for the
circuit that includes the current sink. This new characteristic equa-
tion is defined by Eqs. �34�–�36�. The derivative of the character-
istic equation is still needed to constrain the model and is pro-
vided by Eq. �37�. The original constraints for the five-parameter
model are used with the maximum power constraint previously
described to solve for the six parameters; no temperature or radia-
tion dependence is assumed for �. Model parameters for the
mono-Si and 2-a-Si technologies are given in Table 10.

I = IL − Irec − ID − Ish �34�

Fig. 14 Equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic solar cell used in
the five-parameter model with an added current sink shown in
dotted lines

r the six-parameter current sink model

IL,ref
�A�

Io,ref
�A�

Rs,ref
���

Rsh,ref
���

4.39 4.76�10−10 1.02 214
0.727 2.89�10−10 16.7 1920
fo
-a-Si module.
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I�V� = IL − IL
�

Vbi − �V + IRs�
− Io�e�V+IRs�/a − 1� −

V + IRs

Rsh

�35�

� 

di

2

����eff
�36�

dI

dV
=

− IL�

�Vbi − �V + IRs��2 −
Io

a
e�V+IRs�/a −

1

Rsh

1 +
IL�Rs

�Vbi − �V + IRs��2 +
IoRs

a
e�V+IRs�/a +

Rs

Rsh

�37�

8.2 Model Error. Modeling errors are calculated for the six-
arameter current sink model for the mono-Si and 2-a-Si arrays,
he best and worst modeled technologies using the five-parameter

odel, and are given in Fig. 15 for the January–unshaded periods
ata set.

It is shown in the above figures that the primary difference in
redictions between the five- and six-parameter current sink mod-
ls occurs at maximum power, with the six-parameter model re-
ulting in 1% higher RMS Pmp modeling errors. This effect on the
aximum power model predictions is consistent with the effect of
on the individual I-V curves, as shown in Fig. 16.
A sensitivity analysis of the model to Vbi was performed using

ata from the 2-a-Si array that also tested whether the calculated
alue of this lone new model input provides the best model pre-
ictions. The modeling errors were calculated using values for

Fig. 15 Six-parameter current sink modeling errors using t
2-a-Si technologies

ig. 16 Effect of the � parameter in the six-parameter current

ink model on the behavior of the modeled I-V curve
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Vbi�15% of the baseline value; solutions to the model parameters
do not converge at larger deviations. Results for the analysis show
that the model is rather insensitive to Vbi, with only a 0.09%
change in Pmp RMSE at Vbi+15% and only a 0.6% change in Pmp
RMSE at Vbi−15%. The Vbi parameter had less of an influence on
the other operating points. The higher modeling errors for the
six-parameter current sink model relative to the five-parameter
model can therefore not be attributed to an uncertainty in Vbi and
must either be caused by an uncertainty in � or a deficiency in the
model.

9 Conclusions
The five-parameter equivalent circuit model accurately predicts

the performance of crystalline solar modules under varied operat-
ing conditions, but it does not perform as well for amorphous and
thin-film technologies. The difference between model-predicted
and measured maximum power values for the monocrystalline and
polycrystalline silicon modules is approximately 3% and 6% RMS
for the clear days and January data sets, respectively, while the
differences are about twice as high for CIS �6% and 10%, respec-
tively� and more than four times as high for tandem-junction
amorphous �20% and 27%, respectively�. The predictions for the
amorphous technology can be improved to 5% for the clear days
data set and 11% for the January data set if the model parameters
are calculated directly from characterization data obtained after
the module underwent an initial degradation in output due to ag-
ing, which is a characteristic behavior of amorphous silicon. The
model predictions for the amorphous technologies are still not as
accurate as those for the crystalline technologies, which may be
due to unaccounted spectral effects. The spectral distribution of
the irradiance has been shown to have a small effect on the per-
formance of crystalline technologies, but it may have a greater
effect on the performance of amorphous technologies �7,1�. The
model presented in this paper does not account for spectral depen-
dence.

A sensitivity analysis of the five-parameter model shows that a
single representative value can be used for all inputs that are dif-
ficult to determine or not provided by manufacturer datasheets
such as the short-circuit current temperature coefficient, the glaz-
ing material properties, the semiconductor band gap energy, and
the ground reflectance. The use of these values results in less than
a 0.25% RMS change in modeling errors relative to using the
accepted values.

Modifications to the five-parameter model evaluated in this pa-
per did not appreciably improve overall model performance. The
temperature and radiation dependence introduced by a seven-
parameter model had less than a 1% RMS effect on maximum
power predictions for the amorphous technology but increased the

January–unshaded periods data set for „a… mono-Si and „b…
he
modeling errors for this array 4% RMS at open-circuit conditions.
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dding a current sink to the equivalent circuit to better account
or recombination currents was found to have less than a 1% RMS
ffect on all characteristic operating points.
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omenclature
Ai � anisotropy index �HDKR model�
a � ideality factor �V�
C � band gap temperature coefficient �%/K�
di � thickness of intrinsic layer �m�

Eg � band gap energy �eV�
f � modulating factor �HDKR model�

G � total irradiance on a horizontal surface �W /m2�
Gb � beam irradiance �W /m2�

Gb,n � beam irradiance normal to a plane �W /m2�
Gd � diffuse irradiance �W /m2�

Gon � extraterrestrial radiation normal to a plane
�W /m2�

GT � irradiance on a tilted surface �W /m2�
I � current �A�

ID � diode current �A�
IL � light current �A�

Imp � maximum power current �A�
Io � diode reverse saturation current �A�

Irec � recombination current �A�
Isc � short-circuit current �A�
Ish � shunt current �A�
K � extinction coefficient �m−1�
L � thickness of module glazing �m�
m � diode reverse saturation current radiation

dependence
n � refractive index

Nj � number of cell junctions
Ns � number of cells in series

NOCT � nominal operating cell temperature �°C�
Pmp � maximum power �W�

POA � plane-of-array
Rb � ratio of beam irradiance on a tilted surface to

beam irradiance on a horizontal surface
Rs � series resistance ���

Rsh � shunt resistance ���
ST � absorbed irradiance on a tilted surface �W /m2�

STC � standard test conditions
T � temperature �°C�
V � voltage �V�

Vbi � built-in cell voltage �V�
Vc � built-in single junction cell voltage �V�

Vmp � maximum power voltage �V�
Voc � open-circuit voltage �V�

�Imp � maximum power current temperature coeffi-
cient �A / °C�

�Isc � short-circuit current temperature coefficient
�A / °C�

� � slope of module �deg�
�Vmp � maximum power voltage temperature coeffi-

cient �V / °C�
�Voc � open-circuit voltage temperature coefficient

�V / °C�
� � maximum power temperature coefficient �%/K�
ournal of Solar Energy Engineering
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 � nonlinear series resistance temperature depen-
dence �% / °C�


dec � declination �deg�
� � incidence angle �deg�

�r � angle of refraction �deg�
��eff � effective free carrier mobility �m2 /V�

�g � ground reflectance
���� � transmittance-absorptance product

� � latitude �deg�
� � current-sink parameter �V�
� � hour angle �deg�
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